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and Industry of Great Britain and was the third in a
series of such conferences. Speakers included Admiral

Conferences' role in

William Mott, Royal Air Force Vice-Marshall S.B.

planning terrorism

Council, and Ed Fulner, the director of the Heritage

Menaul, former NATd' chief General Alexander Haig,
General

Danny Graham of the American Security

Foundation. Among the topics discussed was the po
tential for political violence in the U.S. as a result of
the clashing of left and right wing extremists. This

Over the last three weeks there have occurred a series

discussion preceeded the Greensboro incident.

of conferences timed to occur as a new wave of terrorism
The Freedom Summer Conference, Jackson, Mississip

began to unfold in the U.S.A.
The function of such conferences is twofold. First,

pi-Nov. 2: This was held to celebrate the gains of the

these semi-public meetings pull together some of the

black movement over the last 15 years. Instead, it

so-called "experts on terrorism" along with key indi

turned into a forum for the creation of a radical "civil

viduals from several opinion-making institutions in

rights" movement around the issues of lack of economic

order to "go public" with an official cover-up line on

justice and police brutality. The participants included

imminent terrorist deployments. Out of the meetings,

Ramsey Clark, Julian Bond, and members of the South

the classic textbook methods of counterinsurgency and

ern Regional Council of Atlanta, Georgia. The SRC

social control are put forward as "solutions" to the

recently predicted the rise of a new civil rights move

terrorism, modeled on the crisis management policy

ment around those two issues.

detailed in the Council on Foreign Relations' Project
1980'.s-the plan for "Controlled Disintegration" of the
world economy.

Center for Strategic and International Studies-Press
Conference on Terrorism in the U.S.: This featured

Second, these conferences, far from being academic

known terrorist controllers Yanuh Alexander, Robert

exercises, are utilized in some cases as planning sessions

Kilmarx, and Brooks Mclure, as well as "crisis man

for the next outbreak of terrorism internationally. The

agement" expert Robert Kupperman. This press con
ference, held sortly after a CSIS special briefing by

frequent theme of the recent gatherings was the eventual
outbreak of Iranian-PLO-Black radical terrorism to hit

Princeton's Bernard Lewis and former DOE head,

the United States. One striking example of this type of

James Schlesinger, announced that an outbreak of

planning-then-activation, frequently cited, occurred im

terrorism in the U.S. is imminent, with a particular

mediately prior to the infamous Entebbe incident in

focus on the threat of an environmentalist-terrorist

1976. A Conference on International Terrorism was

movement.

held in Glassboro, N.J. where leading participants such
as J. Bowyer Bell and Yonah Alexander "predicted" a

Arab-American

major international incident would soon take place.

ence-Wash., D.C. Nov. 10-11: This represented the

University

Graduate Student

Confer

Bell, the head of Columbia University's War and Peace

public merging of the two networks presently activated

Studies Center, and Alexander, an Israeli intelligence

for terrorism-the black movement and the Muslim

operative, have been identified as two top profilers of

Brotherhood networks-as has been predicted by ex

Irish Republican Army and Palestinian Liberation Or

perts over the last months. This included Jesse Jackson

ganization-style terrorism. As profilers, they in effect

of Operation PUSH, and Joseph Lowry of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, sharing the podium

serve as key terrorist controllers.
While the identity of the individuals featured at

with such Muslim Brotherhood controllers as Clovis

these conferences as terrorist controllers is not wide

Maksoud, Thomas Ricks, Richard Falk and Eqbal

spread in the U.S. media, this is not the case in Europe.

Ahmed. Both these networks interface with the Institute

Since the time of the Moro case in Italy, the European

for Policy Studies, which has been identified as a

press has given widespread coverage to the Georgetown

controlling instrument of terrorism in the U.S.

Jesuit networks, sections of Israeli intelligence, and
sections of British intelligence as being the controllers

International Conference on Terrorism in Ecua�or: This

of international terrorism.

conference which took place sometime in the we_ek of

The Conferences

in significance to the Jerusalem Conference on Inter

The International Freedom Conference, Valley Forge,

national Terrorism held six months ago in Israel. The

Oct. 25-28: This was sponsored by the American Coun

Jerusalem Conference focussed on the deployment of

cil for Coordinated Action and the Aims for Freedom

PLO style terrorism in the U.S.

Nov. 9, has been identified by participants as identical
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